CSE373 Fall 2013
Some Additional Example Questions for the Final Exam
1. Consider the following undirected, weighted graph:

Step through Dijkstra's algorithm to calculate the single-source shortest paths from A to every other vertex. Show your steps in the table below. Cross out old values and write in new ones, from left to right within each cell, as the algorithm proceeds. Also list the vertices in the order which you marked them known. Finally, indicate the lowest-cost path from node A to node F.

**Known vertices (in order marked known):** __ __ __ __ __ __ __

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertex</th>
<th>Known</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lowest-cost path from A to F: ___________________________________________
2. Consider the following directed, weighted graph:

(a) Even though the graph has negative weight edges, step through Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate *supposedly* shortest paths from A to every other vertex. Show your steps in the table below. Cross out old values and write in new ones, from left to right within each cell, as the algorithm proceeds. Also list the vertices in the order which you marked them known.

| Known vertices (in order marked known): |  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertex</th>
<th>Known</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Dijkstra’s algorithm found the wrong path to some of the vertices. For just the vertices where the wrong path was computed, indicate *both* the path that was computed and the correct path.

(c) What *single* edge could be removed from the graph such that Dijkstra’s algorithm would happen to compute correct answers for all vertices in the remaining graph?
3. Suppose we define a different kind of graph where we have weights on the vertices and not the edges. Does the shortest-paths problem make sense for this kind of graph? If so, give a precise and formal description of the problem. If not, explain why not. Note we are not asking for an algorithm, just what the problem is or that it makes no sense.
4. Consider using a simple linked list as a dictionary. Assume the client will never provide duplicate elements, so we can just insert elements at the beginning of the list. Now assume the peculiar situation that the client may perform any number of insert operations but will only ever perform at most one lookup operation.

(a) What is the worst-case running-time of the operations performed on this data structure under the assumptions above? Briefly justify your answer.

(b) What is the worst-case amortized running-time of the operations performed on this data structure under the assumptions above? Briefly justify your answer.
5. In class we studied algorithms DFS for depth-first traversal of a graph and BFS for breadth-first traversal of a graph. Also recall $\Theta(f(n))$ just means $O(f(n))$ and $\Omega(f(n))$.

Although DFS and BFS are for arbitrary graphs, we can use them for traversals starting from the root of a large, rooted binary tree with $n$ nodes.

(a) Use a picture to describe such a binary tree for which DFS from the root needs $\Theta(n)$ extra space.
(b) Use a picture to describe such a binary tree for which BFS from the root needs $\Theta(n)$ extra space.
(c) Use a picture to describe such a binary tree for which DFS from the root needs $\Theta(1)$ extra space.
(d) Use a picture to describe such a binary tree for which BFS from the root needs $\Theta(1)$ extra space.
6. Here is a picture of an undirected graph with 4 nodes that contains every non-self edge:

Here is a picture of just one possible spanning tree for this graph:

Draw fifteen more spanning trees for this same graph.
7. Given this code, complete the client code below such that the call to `length` goes into an infinite loop. Then explain in 1-2 English sentences how to rewrite one of the methods in `Bag` to avoid this problem.

```java
public class Node {
    public int x;
    public Node next;
}

public class Bag {
    private Node elements = null;
    void add(int y) {
        Node n = new Node();
        n.x = y;
        n.next = elements;
        elements = n;
    }
    int length() {
        Node p = elements;
        int i = 0;
        while(p != null) {
            i++;
        }
        return i;
    }
    Node allElements() {
        return elements;
    }
}

// client code:
Bag b = new Bag();
// YOUR "EVIL" CODE HERE
b.length();
```
8. For each of the following situations, name the best sorting algorithm we studied. (For one or two questions, there may be more than one answer deserving full credit, but you only need to give one answer for each.)

(a) The array is mostly sorted already (a few elements are in the wrong place).
(b) You need an $O(n \log n)$ sort even in the worst case and you cannot use any extra space except for a few local variables.
(c) The data to be sorted is too big to fit in memory, so most of it is on disk.
(d) You have many data sets to sort separately, and each one has only around 10 elements.
(e) You have a large data set, but all the data has only one of about 10 values for sorting purposes (e.g., the data is records of elementary-school students and the sort is by age in years).
(f) Instead of sorting the entire data set, you only need the $k$ smallest elements where $k$ is an input to the algorithm but is likely to be much smaller than the size of the entire data set.
9. Suppose we sort an array of numbers, but it turns out every element of the array is the same, e.g., 
{17, 17, 17, . . . , 17}. (So, in hindsight, the sorting is useless.)

(a) What is the asymptotic running time of insertion sort in this case?
(b) What is the asymptotic running time of selection sort in this case?
(c) What is the asymptotic running time of merge sort in this case?
(d) What is the asymptotic running time of quick sort in this case?
10. (a) What is the asymptotic running time for summing an array in parallel using divide-and-conquer assuming an infinite number of processors?

(b) Suppose we changed mergesort to do the two recursive sorts in parallel.

- What is the recurrence relation that now describes the asymptotic run-time of mergesort over an \( n \)-element array range?
- What is the solution to this recurrence (i.e., what is the worst-case running time of this algorithm)?
- In 1–2 English sentences, describe the meaning (what the method does) of calling \( t.\text{join()} \) where \( t \) is an instance of a subclass of \texttt{java.lang.Thread}.
- In 1–2 English sentences, describe the purpose (why you would do it) of calling \( t.\text{join()} \) where \( t \) is an instance of a subclass of \texttt{java.lang.Thread}.
11. You are at a summer internship working on a program that currently takes 10 minutes to run on a 4-processor machine. Half the execution time (5 minutes) is spent running sequential code on one processor and the other half is spent running parallel code on all 4 processors. Assume the parallel code enjoys perfectly linear speedup for any number of processors.

Note/hint/warning: This does not mean half the work is sequential. Half the running time is spent on sequential code.

Your manager has a budget of $6,000 to speed up the program. She figures that is enough money to do only one of the following:

- Buy a 16-processor machine.
- Hire a CSE373 graduate to parallelize more of the program under the highly dubious assumptions that:
  - Doing so introduces no additional overhead
  - Afterwards, there will be 1 minute of sequential work to do and the rest will enjoy perfect linear speedup.

Which approach will produce a faster program? Show your calculations, including the total work done by the program and the expected running time for both approaches.